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ACTA in Poland – A Story of Passion
Tomasz Targosz (Institute of Intellectual Property Law, Jagiellonian University Kraków) · Wednesday,
February 8th, 2012

The clouds of dust raised by the turbulent discussion about ACTA in Poland
seem to be slowly settling and the time has come to make some evaluations.
What has happened with ACTA in Poland has surely caught the attention of
the world (or at least Europe), but perhaps the scale of it is still
underestimated. When word got out that ACTA was to be signed by the
Polish government only IP specialists knew what it was. Nevertheless, in a
very short time the Polish internet started buzzing and a moment later

exploded in fury. Government internet sites suffered from hackers’ attacks and students (true
story!) requested if they could skip class and demonstrate against ACTA. All this time the
information provided about ACTA in the media remained rather basic and often inaccurate,
although the number of publications has been rapidly growing (alas not always in quality). ACTA
has become not just one of the top news, but the most important piece of news of the day or even
the whole week. It was on front pages of major newspapers, covers of magazines and opened every
TV news programme. The government’s reaction was at the beginning a genuine and utter
disbelief, as no one saw it coming, but frankly speaking how could they? There was for example
no public outcry against the enforcement directive (99,9% of the population still does not know it
exists). At first the Prime Minister tried to keep his cool. He declared Poland would sign ACTA
and it did so in Tokio (because of time zones it was about 3 am in Poland and hence a funny
exchange in one of the radio stations: A: They signed ACTA under the guise of the night! Scandal!
B: But it was about noon in Tokio! A; What? In broad daylight! Scandal!). The protests, again
surprisingly, did not recede, so the government declared the ratification of ACTA was not certain.
On Monday the Prime Minister took part in an open debate with ACTA supporters and critics (of
course broadcast on the Internet), which lasted over 7 hours! As you can see to say ACTA made
waves in Poland would be an understatement. But of course this is all theatrics and sometimes
unfortunately histrionics. The question is: was it important and to begin with, why such emotions?

I find it difficult to cogently answer these questions. As to the question why in Poland and why so
vehemently I could only speculate. But it is important to stress that in Poland the quarrel was and is
not about ACTA as such. It is mostly about intellectual property in general, about the scope of
copyright exceptions and limitations and about the frustrating uncertainty of copyright law, which
has not been able to precisely define what is a copyright work and what constitutes fair use. When
people hear they can be tracked down, brought to court, maybe even accused of criminal behaviour
for something they have been doing for years, it is natural they feel threatened. When they hear a
simple photo is a copyright work and they can be made liable for using it on Facebook, they do not
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develop warm feelings for copyright law. What happened with ACTA was that people were
reminded of this threat, although it already exists. Government experts repeat that the Polish law
will not require any amendments after ACTA and they may be right (no comprehensive analysis is
available). The allegedly dangerous art. 27 (4) ACTA does not make Poland go further than it
already has. ACTA as such is probably questionable, mostly because it petrifies the existing state
of affairs, not because it introduces any dramatic changes. Interestingly however, in Poland ACTA
has acted as a sort of catalyst. It attracted the public’s attention to copyright law and made them
ask questions whether what we have has been properly adapted to the digital age. At the same time
the equally important issue of privacy in the Internet has also come into the limelight.

Where will it lead? There are two sides to this question. On a purely legal and practical level
Poland will not be able to do much. Even if ACTA is not ratified in Poland, it may become binding
in the EU. The more interesting question is however, whether this discussion will have some
impact on IP law in general. The protesters may be roughly divided into two categories: those who
think everything should be available to everyone for free and those who accept that content should
be protected but would want to feel safe surfing the net and would certainly want to have broader
and better copyright exceptions (by the way, in Poland simple downloading is legal, at least
according to the prevailing view!). The first group resembles the “outraged” who do not really
know what and how to fix and what they propose is at best utopian. The rest have honest and
reasonable concerns and hopefully, someone will perhaps realise that it is no longer sufficient to
preach about the importance of IP rights and the need to protect them even more.

What is striking for me is that even such a heated debate (or maybe precisely because it was such?)
could not provide any concrete solutions or proposals. Both sides have restated their arguments, the
gap between them does not seem to be any narrower and it is still likely that as regards ACTA
nothing will change. There is nevertheless, in my opinion, one significant outcome. It is political
rather than legal, but not less important for that. The ACTA controversy has made IP law a subject
of the public debate (very public, indeed), and it will be difficult for the Polish government to
tacitly agree to further IP laws, especially if they strived to strengthen the scope of protection. It is
likely that the general public has suddenly discovered IP law matters on a very personal level.

_____________________________
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